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ABSTRACT
Walking trajectories have been used to understand how users interact with public displays. However, it has not yet been studied how displaying them in-situ could affect users’ awareness about others’ presence and activities. We present the study of an interactive public floor-projection called Traces. Traces projects the walking trajectories of individuals as they pass through the lobby of a university building. We investigated Traces through a 6 week in-field study. Our results outline how different uses and understandings of Traces contributed towards its appropriation as a glanceable display for social awareness. We outline design suggestions that future designers should consider to support social awareness with public displays.

INTRODUCTION
Although the HCI community has considered supporting social awareness in a space before, work has focused on changing activity patterns using social pressure, such as persuasive encouragement to go for coffee breaks at the same time as others [14], or visualising how many people take the stairs or elevator to encourage healthier behaviours [38]. Other work is more explicit in representing higher-level activities, such as through noticeboards or forums [23,27,37,49], or by supporting connection between people based on common or needed skills in co-working spaces [4,25]. However, these often constrain understanding of the space to those high-level activities.

Publicly visualising low-level human activities (i.e. where and when people walk – walking trajectories) to provide public awareness of others' presence and practices in a place is less considered. However, recording and studying low-level activities, such as mobility patterns, is an important analytical tool for researchers studying engagement with public displays [2,4,34,38,48]. Such studies have led to understanding proximal zones, modalities of interaction around displays [29] and trajectories of interaction [2,3]. They are of such value researchers have developed systems that can anonymously and automatically capture mobility patterns around public displays for analysis [34,45,46]. Given the importance of mobility patterns to understand how people engage with public displays, it is feasible to consider how mobility patterns could themselves become public displays, and how their interpretation impacts and informs the understanding of a place by its occupants.
However, existing public interactive display research raises issues in doing so. Displays often radically change the use of a space where they are deployed, whilst our goal is to largely reflect existing uses of a space. Most public displays also focus on active interaction [9,29,42]: users must actively engage with the display (requiring them to both understand that it is interactive, and how to interact with it). This requires time, such as observing others to understand how to interact [29]. Public buildings (such as offices) however, have a mix of occupants, including those that work or regularly visit (recurrent users), as well as those that visit infrequently (non-recurrent users). The primary purpose of such users is to ‘do work’ rather than spend time interacting with a public display. This is unlike many public displays that are presented as ‘events’, where interacting with the display is a primary purpose [19,30,45]. Because of this, such interactive displays are often only active for a short period [4,6,19,30,45], or individuals interact only a few times [9,26,33], so only a novelty effect [9] is studied.

RELATED WORK

In considering how to visualize mobility patterns in-situ, we first discuss the value of walking trajectories as a display of social behaviour, and relevant issues in public embedded displays - motivating why reactive floor visualisations are a valuable approach to display them. Finally, we discuss new interaction possibilities to support longer-term engagement, and the importance of studying beyond initial novelty.

Walking Trajectories as a Reflection of Public Practice

How and where individuals walk through a public space is linked to the structural characteristics of the space, the activities in it, and personal relation to the space (e.g. an employee would move through a building in different ways than a visitor) [3,24]. Walking trajectories therefore reflect individuals’ situated practices, and have long been considered as an analytical tool by researchers to study how individuals interact with novel technologies [2,3,29,30].

Walking trajectories by themselves are ambiguous, they show where people walk, but leave the purpose of that walking open to interpretation. However, there is value in presenting ambiguous representations of data to individuals and leaving its interpretation open [5,15,27]. Williamson and Brewster [44] mapped the movement of a performer to the movements of a virtual fish displayed on a mobile device. The ambiguity of movement engaged the curiosity of users towards what it represented, and supported users to derive personal meaning [16]. It is likely that ambiguity in walking trajectories would also support individuals in creating personal meaning from the visualisation. Whilst in Williamson and Brewster’s system [44] the observer was displaced from the performer, presenting information locally, in the place it refers to, can better support the interpretation of both [21,27,41]. In a behaviour change study, designed to encourage building occupants to use the stairs rather than an elevator, Rogers et al. [38] found situated an ambient displays of raised and lowered balls provoked reflection and behaviour change, despite ambiguity in the visualisation.

Prior work suggests ambiguous representation of individual behaviour can encourage curiosity and personally meaningful interpretations. Presentation in context can also enhance this. However, how walking trajectories could be displayed to support public awareness of others in, and their use of, a space by its inhabitants has not yet been considered. This motivates our first research question RQ1:

What is the impact of a visualisation of low-level walking trajectories on supporting social awareness in a public building?

Fostering Engagement Through Implicit Interaction

A second issue is how to effectively present walking trajectories in-situ. Existing research often uses conventional screens, such as LCD monitors attached to walls, to display higher level attributes of an activity (such as finding others with particular skills in a co-working space [4,25], or communicating specific events in a shared space [23,37,49]). These often suffer from display blindness, where the display is not noticed or ‘filtered out’ [28,31]. Tangible [17,28,37] and embedded displays [10,45], as well as presentations in alternative locations [38], can be an effective way to overcome this. For example, Rogers et al. [37] visualised residents’ opinions about their neighbourhood by drawing them in chalk on the road surface. Although we do not usually pay direct attention to the ground, we must regularly pay attention to it to move safely. Rogers et al. [37] found the visualisation, in part because it was embedded in the road, engaged residents more than a wall display. Floor displays, either as static fixed stickers or as non-interactive projections, are often employed as advertisements, or to show efficient navigational routes through complex buildings [39,47].

Fatah and Kostakos [9] developed an interactive digital carpet, embedded with LEDs, that reacted to walking. They found the carpet acted as a “ticket” [40] when placed in a city square, encouraging encounters between co-located individuals. This raises a final issue related to the mode of interaction itself: public interactive displays often require active engagement (where individuals must actively interact with the display [42]) in order to generate content (i.e. firing a message onto a graffiti wall projection [10]). Whilst individuals can engage passively by observing others interact, there must be some active users engaging to see any effect on the display. Such installations are also often designed as “events”, where individuals will go with the purpose of explicitly interacting, with “facilitators” to encourage active participation [48]. This is less likely to be sustained with people in a building who often have primary goals other than interacting with the display, and have limited time to actively engage with it. The use of reactive feedback, where individuals interact with a public display, in implicit ways (either unconsciously not noticing interaction, or consciously but ignoring it while pursuing
other practices [9,11,42]), may be a better approach. However, it has not yet been studied how basing interaction on reactive feedback itself might overcome the need to have active participants constantly interacting to have value.

Would individuals interact implicitly (simply by walking by), so that the visualisation would reflect how the space is generally used and support the interpretive ambiguity already discussed? Or would interaction be dominated by active engagement, with individuals creating walking trajectories in playful ways, radically changing how the physical space is used and failing to reflect contextual everyday practices? This motivates our second question **RQ2: Does the reactive floor projection reflect existing uses of the space or significantly redefine them?**

**Supporting and Studying Public Appropriation**

As already discussed, public buildings contain a mix of both recurrent users (such as employees) who will be present often and regularly, and non-recurrent users (such as visitors) who might be present only once or infrequently. As most existing work studies interactive public displays as events (so individuals will interact only a few times, such as with Fatah and Kostakos’ interactive carpet [9]), how use changes over prolonged exposure, and how to keep people engaged for longer periods of time, is understudied.

Research has shown how users appropriate display technologies in phases. Initially users explore by interacting more often with a system to build up their knowledge about it, then establish a particular use [7,12]. In some cases use is abandoned, in others, users become habituated to the presence of the display and access it only when needed (e.g. checking the heating temperature if it feels cold [12]). Appropriation happens through collaborative and creative activities influenced by social context [8]. Recurrent users can change the meaning related to the technology (semantic), how they use it (behavioural), or how they modify the technology itself (technological) [32]. Conversely, non-recurrent users may not be able to appropriate such displays, given the limited interaction and understanding they will have.

Whilst, as already discussed, ambiguous information can support meaningful interpretation, forming these can take prolonged exposure [7]. How would non-recurrent users interpret such information? Would they identify value, or would their interactions disrupt the interpretations recurrent users found? Whilst research has argued the need to improve understanding of technological appropriation in public spaces, where users and practices are heterogeneous and dynamic [1,12,22,32], there is a lack of practical guidance on how to support this though embedded media. Although research has considered how users interact in different ways with wall displays (i.e. implicit, passive, active interaction) [11,29,42], work has not yet focused on how recurrent interactions may evolve over time in relation to appropriation.

To address these issues we derive **RQ3: How does understanding and use of the system evolve over time, and differ between recurrent and non-recurrent users?**

**TRACES**

To answer our three research questions we designed Traces, a reactive floor display of walking trajectories. Traces consists of three Microsoft Kinect cameras and three digital projectors (Optima HD141X HD, each running at 1920x1080p resolution) fitted to the ceiling. As individuals walk through the Kinect’s field of view, their trajectory is recorded and projected onto the floor in real time. Traces can detect multiple simultaneous interactions, but due to privacy concerns, does not try to uniquely identify individuals or their characteristics (e.g. gait or size). We prototyped multiple visualisations for Traces, including different colours and visual forms.

Figure 2. Map of Trace's projection area in the Design Factory’s lobby. The blue area illustrates the locations and areas covered by the three Kinects and projectors.

However, as the space the system was deployed in provided three main directions of movement (Figure 2), each of which led to different types of spaces and which could be passed through very quickly, we decided to focus on representing the volume (amount) of footfall and the pace (speed) of that. Therefore, Traces projected a series of white dots behind the user as they walked. At a regular indoor walking speed (~1.4 m/s) the dots merge to form a solid line, whilst at faster speeds they will appear as a line of distinct dots. Traces are persistent, but gradually fade over time, fully disappearing an hour after creation (Figure 1). In this way, the floor represents a snapshot of movement activity over the previous hour. Whilst we could have had a more complex visualisation, we wanted to keep it relatively simple and allow participants to suggest additional aspects that might be useful based on how their understanding evolved during the study.

**STUDY OUTLINE**

Traces was installed in the lobby of the Design Factory, a university building with shared facilities for student-centric learning, prototyping, open courses, seminars and research projects. The multi-purpose nature of the space means it is popular with a wide community of international researchers, students, staff, entrepreneurs, company representatives and general visitors, and has a mix of
recurrent and non-recurrent users. The deployment area (covering 18m²) covered the main entrance of the building, which allows passage to event/seminar space, co-working benches and routes to the various workshops. Traces was installed for a period of 6 weeks over summer. It ran continuously each day from 8:30 to 19:00.

Data Collection
We employed several methods to capture and understand interactions with Traces: Interaction data logs, regular video observation, opportunistic interviews with visitors and periodic discussions with a group of recurrent users. This allowed us to gain insight into how users interacted with Traces, as well as how that use evolved over time for recurrent users. Each data source was separately coded. Data from non-recurrent users was coded separately from recurrent users. We developed an initial set of codes from the research questions (Traces Interaction, Understanding of Traces, and Purpose of Visit to the Design Factory). For recurrent users, evolution of understanding was an additional code. We iteratively coded as outlined by [36], with new and refined codes emerging during the process, and using [20] to guide this work. We held regular walkthroughs of the current coding state with the wider research team. This review was intended to reduce individual coding bias and identify further codes.

These data were then triangulated to help determine answers for the research questions. Observations and opportunistic interviews with visitors aimed to provide an overview of Traces use and understanding (RQ1, RQ2). Whilst periodic interviews with recurrent users aimed to help understand how use and understanding evolved over time (RQ3), and contextualise observations and interviews.

Regular Video Observations and Interaction Data Logs
We regularly observed and video recorded interaction with Traces. We recorded a 2-hour period on 3 randomly selected days each week. We chose not to video record continuously in order to minimise the impact introduced by the presence of the researcher and the additional camera that was clearly observing (due to ethical requirements notices were required to be placed describing this). A seating area to the side of the installation provided a discrete location to observe and record interactions (see Figure 2). Whilst data logs (from the Traces system) only recorded explicit interaction (when someone walked into the camera frame), we did use this to gain an overall understanding of the use of the Design factory (see Figure 3), and ensure that our video recording sessions were representative, avoiding bias in observation towards particularly busy, quiet or exceptional times.

Opportunistic Interviews
During the video observation sessions we selected people who had interacted with Traces to take part in a short (10 min.) semi-structured interview. A total of 28 participants were interviewed, median age of 26, 2 over 50, 7 females, of different nationalities and relationships with the Design Factory (8 students, 8 employees, 7 undertaking personal projects, 5 visitors). Participants completed a demographic questionnaire including frequency of visits to the Design Factory since the activation of Traces, approximate number of interactions with Traces, and familiarity with similar installations. The semi-structured interview served to gather data about how participants discovered, interacted, and interpreted Traces, and their opinions about it (RQ1). These, along with the video of how these users had interacted, were used to determine a set of interaction codes that were used to code the remaining video recorded interaction instances. All interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed and analysed through open coding [13], aiming to identify trends in users’ attitudes towards the interactive systems in terms understanding, use and feeling (personal opinions about it). In the results we prefix these participants as OI (Opportunistic Interview).

Figure 3. An overview of typical interaction levels with Traces (as taken from Traces logs) showing how interaction varies over a day. Showing how this varies on a closure day (during 2 weeks of the study), a regular day and an exceptional event day (where an event, conference or other event took place).

Recurrent Users
To understand how use evolved over time, we recruited a group of 7 recurrent users (2 females 5 males, aged 21-31, international composition) who had different relationships with the Design Factory, and would be visiting the building during our study on a regular basis.

Participants were provided with incident diaries to record any interactions with Traces that they felt were interesting. Participants were interviewed in total 5 times over the deployment to understand how attitudes towards Traces evolved, together with their increasing familiarity with it. The first interview took place before Traces had been deployed to gain baseline understanding of how users viewed the space. All interviews were recorded, transcribed and analysed through an open coding strategy [13]. We validated how these users understanding of Traces evolved by comparing how opportunistic interview participants described interacting and their prior experience with Traces. We refer to such participants as RU (Recurrent Users) in the results.
RESULTS

Volume of Activity in the Lobby and Variations

Figure 3 shows how the volume of people walking in the lobby, captured from Traces data logs, varies over a day. This is broken into three main types of day during our study:

1) A closure day in which the building was closed to visitors but could still be accessed to those with an electronic key-card (this covered 2 weeks during the middle of the study). It is possible to notice a higher volume of interactions around 9am, when summer employees arrive, and around lunchtime.

2) A regular day in which the number of detected people is generally higher than a closure day, particularly in the morning around 9am and around lunchtime. In these times employees and other people working in the space arrive and head to the offices (Figure 1 (e)), or go for lunch, often spending more time to linger in the lobby and explore Traces (Figure 1 (b-f)).

3) A day with an exceptional event where an event (meeting, conference) takes place in the building. A larger group of people (usually visitors) increases the volume of interactions, with a buffet in the lobby between 9-12pm, entering the stage room and exiting again around 3pm (Figure 3 and Figure 1 (c-d)).

How the flow of people varied over the day also impacted the visualisation and its readability. Whilst a low volume of people would result in clearer lines indicating where individuals walked, larger crowds would either create thick lines or overlapping traces that indicated increased activity, but made individual traces difficult to read (Figure 1 (c-d)).

Observed Modes of Engagement

From the video observation, we coded 1200 interaction instances. An interaction instance was defined every time a person walked on the area covered by Traces, or in close proximity (1-2m). We used the opportunistic interviews (and participant's video interactions) to act as initial codes. Users interacted with Traces in three main ways:

1) Active Engagement (AE) - 7% of observed instances
When users perform particular movements, or carry out specific behaviours with the primary intent to interact with the visualisation, e.g. walking around to test functions (Figure 1 (b)), or playfully to draw something (Figure 1 (f)).

2) Passive Engagement (PE) - 65% of observed instances
When users interrupt their current activity to observe the visualisation or others interacting with it, or pass by the lobby substantially gazing at the floor (Figure 1 (b)).

3) Implicit Interaction (II) - 28% of observed instances
When users walk on the visualisation without altering their walking trajectory by stopping or substantially gazing at the floor. This can happen, for example, when users are unaware of the system or ignore it (Figure 1 (a)).

In the case a subject exited and re-entered the interaction area, it was counted as two interaction instances. If a participant passed 3 times on the visualisation, the first time interacting directly and the second and third ignoring it, that was counted as 1 instance of Active Engagement and 2 of Implicit Interaction. This video coding provides an understanding of the extent in which Traces redefined existing uses of the space by triggering active engagement.

Most interaction instances were of Passive Engagement (65%) in which people attended to, but did not interact with, the display. Either observing it (56%) or watching others interact with it (9%). Followed by 28% of Implicit Interaction instances. 7% of observed cases were Active Engagement, where people were trying to understand how Traces worked by walking in different ways, or drawing something specific (such as the heart in Figure 1 (f)). Individuals performed Active Engagement both while walking as individuals (2.5%), passing through in a group (3%), or in response to others already interacting (1.5%), where they moved from Passive Engagement to Active Engagement. Illustrating the Honeypot Effect [48], the majority of Active Engagement instances were triggered in the presence of others. Often discussions about the system were started with others nearby, accompanied by

Figure 4. Example illustrating passage between modes of engagement: a) S1 passes by observing the floor, b) S1 stops to observe others interacting, S2 engages directly while S3 observes, c) S2 and S3 step aside to discuss the installation and S1 joins the discussion (triangulation between spectators) d) S2 explains how the system works while S1 tries it (Spectator-Actor triangulation), e) S1 and S2 discuss together in Active Engagement (Actor-Actor triangulation), f) Follow Up Action: S1 steps aside to observe, while S2 continues to interact.
demonstrations of the system’s functions to others. We conclude that Traces did not disrupt the lobby function as a place of passage and waiting, but rather allowed users to engage and disengage ‘on-the-go’, as a natural part of walking through the space.

This demonstrates Traces’ potential for social triangulation [43], supporting ice-breaking between co-present people, and sharing of knowledge about the system. In this respect triangulation was observed happening across engagement types [29]: between actors directly interacting, between spectators, and between actors and spectators (Figure 4).

Types of Use and Understanding

From the opportunistic interviews (OI) with visitors (we discuss recurrent users later), we identified three main categories of use and understanding of Traces: Social Awareness (18 of 27 users), Aesthetic (5 of 27) and Experimental (4 of 27).

Social Awareness

Most participants (18 of 27) considered Traces helpful to enhance their social awareness. The amount, order and intensity of the traces were easily coupled with others’ walking trajectories, and triggered speculations about the behaviours and activities of different inhabitants passing through the lobby at different moments of the day:

“It interestingly tells something about the human behaviour and the thought that it is comfortable to choose the certain paths and walk certain ways. So moving around it is somehow soothing. It tells your certain route and certain path and places to go that tend to happen again and again” OI26

Participants considered Traces useful mainly to retrieve information related to the number of people at different times of the day, as well as their behaviour and habits, such as walking speed, directions, random walking, repetition of paths:

“once you come into the lobby and you do not see anyone, so you may think, ‘Oh, this is silent today’, but just before you came, it was full of people that are not there anymore. But with this, you can see the history that while there is no one here now, there has been a hell of a lot of people today” OI13

“Now there is a direct line that goes from the door to the lobby area, and then there are just some scattered points where people might be hanging around and passing by and standing a little while […] some of them are just heading straight towards the coffee and the staff area” OI26

In these cases, engagement was mainly passive. Users often gazed while passing through, and sometimes slowed down or stopped for a better overview of the current state of the visualisation. Participants expressed curiosity towards others’ activities in the space rather than towards already known system functionalities: “I can see this as part of people’s curiosity. It depends on the mood you are in, and what you have in mind. If you are in the perfect situation, maybe you have a spark, an idea” OI4

Despite the main passive use of Traces to retrieve social information, over half the participants (10 of 18) occasionally actively engaged to pass time while taking a break from work or waiting for friends in the lobby.

“It First I did stay there and try to play with it, but after a couple of times I just walked through it when I realized what that did. Yes, but when we are in this lobby here, waiting for other people to come for lunch, I still do it sometimes” OI25.

Engagement modes were highly dependent on individual preferences, moods or situations.

Aesthetic Use and Understanding

Five participants (who visited the Design Factory less than 5 times since the activation of Traces) had not yet discovered its interactivity, and considered Traces solely as an artistic, non-interactive installation. Whilst they were unsure what Traces directly represented, it was clear that ideas of directions or paths were present. Despite the lack of awareness for the interactive elements, Traces was still considered an interesting installation, capturing attention and welcoming people into the atmosphere of the place:

“It’s not normal to use plain light in the floor, when you’re entering a room […] it’s like funny and curious, for example, sometimes I came in my own world, and it gets my attention, like, a way a path. But I’m not sure” OI5

This offered an excuse to start speaking with others (similar to Sacks’ ‘tickets to talk’ to support ice-breaking between strangers [40] or Whyte’s social triangulation [43])

Experimental Use

Four participants stated that they actively engaged, for example, by walking around to understand the mechanics of the system and what the visualisation meant. Of them, one only understood how the traces were generated after seeing other people passing by the lobby during the interview.

The findings validate and explain the modes of engagement already identified from video observations: the use of Traces for social awareness mainly implies Passive and Implicit modes of engagement, while experimental uses, characterised by Active Engagement, are sporadic (7%).

Evolution of Understanding and Use

Analysis of the discussion with recurrent users (RU) made it possible to understand how use, understanding and feelings towards the augmented Design Factory evolved during the study. Interviews were audio recorded, transcribed and coded to individuate how users understood Traces, how Traces affected their behaviours and activities, and general opinions about the installation in relation to the Design Factory over time. Three distinct phases of
understanding and use emerged: 1) Experimental Phase, 2) Appropriation 3) Habituation.

**Phase 1: Experimental Phase**

During the second meeting, after the activation of Traces (about a week), only three of seven participants (RU1, RU3 and RU6) clearly saw the visualisation represented real-time mobility patterns fading over time: “I stopped and looked back, I was saying I know that this is my track now, and then I went to the machine shop, did something, and then I came back and I see more things going on […] I liked the feeling that I realised that I can actually see people going, I’m not alone” RU3

The other four participants (RU4, RU5, RU7 and RU8) had experienced Traces fewer times (less than 10). RU5 and RU8 considered it an artistic non-interactive work, while RU7 and RU4 considered there was a link to people and mobility in the visualisation. RU4 considered Traces to be a navigation system to direct users, whilst RU7 thought it was a heat map display showing the number of people present:

“it’s something like a heat map […] now I can see there are three directions […] There must be people going from here to there, like this guy who’s coming” RU7

Two factors influenced this variation in interpretation. Firstly, was the amount of attention users could devote to the visualisation when they had been passing through. Feedback was subtle, appearing in the periphery as individuals walked in the lobby. Secondly, during times with a high flow of people passing through, the visualisation became dense, making it harder to identify how user movement influenced it. However, all participants had some understanding of Traces, and how it worked became clear after the second interview. Interviews were conducted in the seating area nearby where Traces was installed, so participants could observe it, and notice people passing on it:

“I didn’t get the point because I arrived in the afternoon [when the lobby was busy]. I see now from this perspective how this thing works…people flow like this. And here people are standing” RU5

Once all participants understood that Traces was interactive, this engendered enhanced curiosity towards it, and led from Implicit to Active and Passive Engagement, with an aim to better understand how Traces worked. Exploration of the system response included walking tests, or subtler slowing down, stopping, turning, and observations of others and the visualisation at different times of the day:

“Because I’m here for work […] I started noticing it, and every time I walk, I turn around and look, so that I can see my tracks. Sometimes I just walk on somebody else’s tracks, or try to. So, I start playing with it, anyway, nothing much. I didn’t have much time to kind of sit here and observe” RU7

The location of Traces, installed in the building lobby, which offered several different directions to reach locations in the building, increased curiosity not only towards directly interacting with it but also to consider and observe other’s activities:

“I want to see how it looks like early in the morning and then how it looks like late in the evening. If there had been many people going […] so far it was a static thing” RU8

As with the video observations, in this phase conversations about Traces were often triggered between people present in the lobby (social triangulation [43]) and those engaging with the system. Participants described answering visitors’ questions about the system, or just conversing about Traces (technological facilitation [35]). Sometimes participants engaged in silent demonstration of Traces by walking in front of observers without starting a discussion, hoping for other’s attention to fall on their trace and provoke a conversation.

**Phase 2: Appropriation**

After the second discussion, all participants became aware that the visualisation displayed mobility patterns of people passing by. During the third and fourth interview (about 2 and 4 weeks after Traces’ activation) all were already very familiar with traces (reporting to have interacted with it more than 40 times), noticing and exploring possible uses. In this phase participants experienced a shift in attention from Active Engagement (by exploring and directly interacting with Traces), to Passive Engagement. They started to mainly observe the actions of others using Traces, reflecting on these, and extracting personal meaning from the visualisation.

This supported the appropriation of Traces to more subjective use in relation to personal activities in the Design Factory. Participants developed daily routines that incorporated Traces to help support wider consideration of the space. For example, RU1 (who usually entered the building via a rear door away from the installation) started to enter from the front door to gain an overview of how many people were already in the building, and try to guess who they might be:

“Last week I used this other door just to see how many people had come here before me. One day only two… I was so happy! I think it was at least [name redacted], she’s quite early here, and probably [name redacted]” RU1

RU3, RU5 and RU6 found themselves paying more attention to people passing through the lobby, sometimes guessing who through interpreting Traces:

“it’s like spying on people in a way, following people’s tracks. You also realise that other people can spy on you… It’s more anonymous in a way[…] you also kind of read the environment already, and if you know that you have seen these faces, you can try to guess which of them was the one going there” RU3
RU7, RU4, and RU8 found ways to integrate Traces into their working day, using it as a way of improving perceived productivity. P7, for example, used Traces as a motivation to take breaks from his desk. Walking to “play” with Traces, such as redrawing lines that were fading away by walking over them:

“It’s good distraction you know. You were working so long and then you just passed by and see: ‘Oh, I’m making this pattern now’ so you’re just away for that moment from your work, and then once again you’re back in the thing. So kind of a small mind break, a playful moment in between” RU7

RU4 and RU8 found the presence of others in the building (observed from Traces) motivated their working times. Using the presence of others as a motivation, whilst using the lower volume of traces in the evening as a motivation to go home. RU5 and RU6 also recognised such use in the observation of others, noting how Traces supported short moments of stress relief, distraction and entertainment, as well as triggering interaction between people:

“I saw today that [a girl] was trying to cover everything with the steps and that is really interesting. I think people are spending more time there and usually people weren’t so active in that area [...] people are not paying attention obviously when they’re in a hurry[but] if they’re waiting for someone they start spending time here just walking around and trying to see how it works while the other person is coming” RU6.

Appropriation is illustrated through the drop of Active Engagement (i.e. direct exploration of system features when still novel) for more Implicit and Passive Interactions (such as observing the visualisation to retrieve information about other inhabitants), and the formation of more personal uses and understandings.

Phase 3: Habituation

In the last meeting participants reported considering more deeply how Traces reflected what was happening in the Design Factory. They got used (habituated) to the system, personal uses solidified and Active Engagement was completely abandoned for even lighter forms of Passive Engagement.

Participants could construct relationships between the state of Traces and contextual aspects of the Design Factory simply by scanning the visualisation as they walked through the space, rather than needing to stop, observe and consider it (as was the case in the Appropriation phase). Conscious implicit interaction also happened more often as participants had an expectation of what the visualisation would show when they arrived, or at different points of the day. Attention was grabbed if Traces varied significantly from this expectation.

Habituation is clear in this consideration of Traces as an ambient information layer, or a sort of embedded newspaper that could be browsed to identify any particularly interesting stories:

“I look at it like I look at a magazine every day because I know there’s news and then you’re just watching through, are they interesting or not. It’s a force of habit in a way [...] I’ve grown to understand how it works, [it] gives me a lot more information I believe than for a person that doesn’t know it at all.” RU3

Traces did not dramatically change the way participants used the space, but supported context related thoughts about others in the space and their activities, and from these, derived relations with the Design Factory. For example, artistic interactions with Traces may indicate new people or visitors trying to understand how it worked. Dense traces leading to the event space might indicate an event happening that the viewer was previously unaware of. This was a marked change in how participants used Traces. For example, RU7 shifted his behaviours from more playful interactions (in which he would have drawn a line every time he saw the other fading) to more passive ways of relaxing and making use of the information, appropriating its use beyond novelty:

“You figure out what’s going on very easily. I see people flow and how the patterns are formed. So it gives the awareness and a kind of moment to stop by [...] if you’re working it gives you a stress buster” RU7

Participants spent less time observing how others interacted with Traces, and paid more attention to how the visual representation related to social happenings. A clear example of this occurred during the period the Design Factory was ‘closed’ (when key card holders could enter, visitors could not, and no external events took place). Traces was still active during this time, and the change was clearly visible to participants. This informed understanding of the use of the Design Factory during this time in sometimes-unexpected ways. RU3 for example noticed some days where there were more people than previous days even though the building was still closed, probably because some of the staff were back from vacations:

“Now we’re still closed but it still looks pretty normal, not as cluttered as usual when the Design Factory was open, but still I can conclude that there’s people here for sure.[...] For example yesterday was a pretty quiet day because half of the staff was in vacation, and you could clearly tell the difference” RU3

When the Design Factory reopened to the public, participants immediately noticed the change in Traces:

“it was more like a haphazard way of spots everywhere. I was surprised in a way, like I thought it’s evening time so there should be anyone still it showed some light signals, like there were people here...definitely it looks different when Design Factory is very active and when it’s not active...maybe the Korean delegation” RU4.
In particular, a large group of visitors attended events in the event space and other nearby rooms (see exceptional day in Figure 1 (c-d)). That evening, RU4 and RU6 were surprised to see high density of traces in contrast to those shown when the building was ‘closed’.

**DISCUSSION**

Our 6 week study allowed us to uncover rich practices of how individuals used and interpreted Traces beyond novelty effects. We discuss these, starting from our research questions, and outline the broader relevance of our findings.

**RQ1: What is the impact of a visualisation of low-level walking trajectories on supporting social awareness in a public building?** Traces supported different levels of social awareness and interaction, related to users’ familiarity with the system and the space. Interpretation and use of Traces largely depended on a participant’s ability to interpret the visualisation in relation to contextual clues, familiarity with the space, the amount of time spent in the lobby, and allocation of attention (e.g. how attention was affected by being in a hurry, or cognitively engaged in other tasks). New users appreciated the aesthetic, welcoming aspect of Traces and enjoyed discovering interaction. While more experienced users appropriated it as an ambient information-layer for social awareness. It was easy to deduce if individuals were walking straight to offices, lingering in the lobby, were new visitors to the building, or if events were taking place. While previous research shows the benefit of locally embedded visualisations [41], and ambiguous information to support personal interpretation about behaviours [44], we present the potential for low-level behavioural information to convey higher-level meaning when displayed in-situ.

The open use and interpretability of Traces allowed multiple attitudes towards it to co-exist, facilitated interaction between people (conversation [40] and social triangulation [43]), and with it collaborative sense-making and appropriation. Experienced users assumed the role of facilitators [35], helping others to understand the system by answering questions or engaging in discussion and demonstration. In this respect, not only was social awareness enhanced, but also social connection and feelings of belonging to a community. While public interactive displays are usually designed to deliver specific information, we present the benefits of designing for more open uses and interpretation, allowing users to make sense in both collaborative and subjectively meaningful ways.

**RQ2: Does the reactive floor projection reflect existing uses of the space or significantly redefine them?** Reactive feedback allowed individuals to interact without needing to alter their existing behaviour (implicit engagement). The situated glanceable visualisation also allowed participants to interpret content simply by glimpsing the floor while walking through (passive engagement). Basing interaction on implicit and passive modes of engagement allowed most interactions to be congruent with common practices of individuals in the space, as users did not need to perform any special interactions in order to generate and access information. In this way Traces largely reflected existing practices in the building, rather than radically redefining its use (such as with other publicly embedded displays [9]). This allowed individuals to understand what was going on in the building by interpreting Traces through their existing familiarity with the space. For example, experienced users were able to identify if new users or visitors were in the building by identifying the more playful interactions these users engaged in.

Whilst the design and research of public technologies largely focuses on active engagement (e.g. [9,29,42]), we identified how implicit interaction could be leveraged to engage users, whilst preserving existing public behaviours. Feedback in response to everyday behaviours removed the need to specifically devote time to learn how to interact. Rather, understanding emerged naturally over time. Implicit and passive interactions could be employed to reduce barriers to interaction with public systems, such as social apprehension (i.e. not knowing how to interact [37] or what content to create [19]). Reactive feedback and content generation could be employed to preserve pedestrian flow, (e.g. in areas such as stations and public squares), whilst still allowing a useful interaction with a public display.

**RQ3: How does understanding and use evolve over time and differ between recurrent and non-recurrent users?** By studying how use evolved over time, we identified how recurrent users could appropriate Traces through 3 distinct phases. The rich ways in which users interpreted and appropriated Traces into their daily routines contrast how more specific displays of activity suffer from display blindness if not needed [18,28,38]. Individuals could create meaning that was important to them: i.e. whether any event happened, if they should leave for the day, if they were the first person to arrive, or if a colleague had arrived. Individuals invested value in the display. Beyond this, recurrent users became habituated to Traces, fixing its role as a social information layer that could be easily browsed while passing by. Participants had an expectation of how the visualisation should be, and altered their engagement if it was different (e.g. if an unknown event was taking place).

Appropriation of Traces as a social-information-layer also relates to the importance of implicit and passive interaction. Recurrent users stopped active engagement after about 2-3 weeks of personal use (as it's novelty effect wore off). Yet responsive content generation and at-a-glance access (implicit/passive interaction) still allowed users to engage and develop personal uses for Traces. As most interactions were implicit and passive, non-recurrent user's active experimentation of Traces did not disrupt the uses recurrent users had developed. Rather, they acted as signals to recurrent users that there are new people in the building who are trying to understand how Traces works. While existing work has mainly focused on active engagement, we
argue there is significant value in studying the relations between mixed-modes of engagement and situated social interaction.

**DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS**

Our study contributes more widely to how public interactive displays can support sociality over time. From awareness about others’ presence and activities, to face-to-face interaction and feelings of belonging to a community. We outline a set of design considerations that should be considered by future designers seeking to support social awareness. Table 1 outlines in detail the core contributions which should be considered alongside these design considerations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Key Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| An understanding of how a Reactive Floor projection can support social awareness | • Ambiguity supports open interpretation and appropriation  
• Many uses are related to sociality  
• Traces reflected, but did not change, the primary purpose of the space |
| An understanding of how use evolves over time and experience | • Understanding evolves through three phases  
• Only a minority of interactions are active  
• Behavioural and Reactive feedback are important to support continued use.  
• Ambiguity supports concurrent interaction at different levels of understanding. |
| A method to effectively study how the impact of an installation on social awareness can be studied | • Monitor the overall social activity independently (logging)  
• Study how understanding evolves  
• Sample through the study  
• Triangulate between data pools to deepen understanding |

Table 1: An overview of the key contributions of the Traces study with highlighted key points.

**Behavior mirroring and ambiguity lowers barriers to interaction:** Providing ambiguity in what the visualization means, yet making it clear what happens where a user steps on it, reduces the risk of embarrassment from not understanding how to use it. Whilst users can get immediate value, the repeated nature of use means understanding can evolve over time, potentially provoking social interactions and collaboration.

**Supporting multiple modes of engagement is important for long term sustainability:** Flexible modes of engagement are important. They both support users to interact based on individual's desire and availability to interact. Only a minority of interactions were active, with explicit intent to interact with Traces. Yet the value for our recurrent group was through observation of interactions with others. Without flexible interaction modes, the value of Traces would have been lost.

**Low-level behaviour mirroring supports higher level interpretation:** Although behaviour mirroring presented only low-level information, its in-situ presentation allowed rich interpretation on its meaning. It also supports users’ social awareness, feeling of embodiment and belonging to a community. It also encourages understanding to arise from exploration and collaboration. This can support dynamic appropriation and social interaction.

**Consider how to support users with different levels of understanding concurrently:** Open use and interpretation of Traces allowed users with different levels of exposure and regularity of exposure (workers vs one-time visitors) to concurrently use Traces together. Habituated behaviours were not disrupted by new users.

**LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

Traces provided a platform for different types of users to better understand the activities of others in the building. Our future work is focused on enhancing the visualisation to both increase the data shown and its clarity (particularly during high volume traffic periods). Although we projected in a relatively small area, this provided significant insight, and we hope to expand this by employing a larger area. Whilst the Design Factory represents a creative and open space that is a good 'first step' to investigate, it cannot be argued to represent all spaces where Traces may be useful. By replicating our work in places with varying characteristics and diversity of occupants, we can identify commonalities in our findings, and tease out the impact of the environment.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Our study of Traces has explored how social awareness and feelings of connection within a community can be enhanced by in-situ visualisation of low-level human activity. By supporting multiple different ways to interact, use of Traces was sustained over the study. This allowed rich appropriation, but without the display dominating the main use of the space. Traces allowed individuals to explore activities and social practices of the Design Factory, and appropriate a range of personal uses from relatively basic data. These, enhancing curiosity and engaging a connection with the lived environment and others in it.
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